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personal ambition be imputed also to the Emperor Wil-
helm II ? And again I corrected myself and admitted that
both types of ambition were present in the Kaiser.
Biilow was non-committal. Not only in the Reichstag but
also in the domestic circle, he made a point of not allowing
the Kaiser's name to be drawn into debate, lie contented
himself with pointing out to me by way of gentle reproof
that with His Majesty all personal ambition took second place
to patriotic interests.
To this principle of excluding the Emperor from discussion
even within the family circle. Billow, as far as my personal
experience goes, always remains faithful*   Never, even after
his downfall, have I heard him utter a word of censure or
even criticism with regard to the Kaiser.   In the course of
my life I have met many <e malcontents," many fallen idols
who took a very different course,   I could quote examples
from many nations, beginning in my home, Austria, with
discarded Ministers of Francis Joseph I who would abuse
their monarch like dismissed servants*   Bismarck, too, the
man who in Billow's eyes stood next after God and the
Kaiser, had after his dismissal attacked the Kaiser both by the
spoken word and in his writings, during his lifetime and after
his death.   And did not the Kaiser's mother act in the same
way?    And what are we to say of Zedlite-Triit5:schler,
concerning whose derogatory reminiscences of the Kaiser
one who was intimate with him told me: " Every word of
them is true, but it remains questionable whether one who
held such a high position and was so near the throne ought
to try to damage the ex-Emperor's reputation in the eyes of
his contemporaries. , .  "
I once heard Rottenburg ask Billow what Witte thought
of the Czar's policy with regard to the non-Russians and those
who were outside the Orthodox Church. The Chancellor
replied: " He condemns the policy of intolerance towards
Catholics and Jews, Armenians and Philanders and also
intolerance in the treatment of the Press." He said that people
had expressed to the Czar their suspicion that Witte was on
the side of the Jews and Japanese.
Biilow made note of a good deal of what transpired in his
conversation with Witte, and Rottenburg and I were allowed
to glance at a report on the matter which the Chancellor had

